How speech rate, syllabic complexity and diversity affect the emergence of speech rhythm in speeded syllable repetition
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ABSTRACT
Speech rhythm has been related to the grouping of nearby syllables, which for several authors depends on features of the language’s phonology. However, most evidence of stable relations between rhythmic features and structural features relies on perceptual judgments, which are affected by non-phonological factors like speech rate. We studied how speaker-specific performances and syllable-complexity affect the rhythmic structure emerging in the repetition of the same syllable or of different syllables at maximal speed for 177 French speakers. We found that the degree of coordination between the production of syllables and the production of word-level prominence, determining syllables grouping in a way that reflects French metrical structure, depends on syllabic complexity and on the presence of different syllables in the same sequence. Moreover, speakers reaching higher rates coordinate better syllables and supra-syllabic prominence, supporting the idea that speech rhythm emerges from the interaction between structural features and general coordination principles.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although there is a lack of agreement on the way to define and characterize speech rhythm, it is unequivocally related to the grouping of phonetic events into larger units. More specifically several authors (see [1 - 4], for early proposals) suggest that speech rhythm is mainly characterized by the grouping of syllables into word-sized structures (e.g. prosodic words, [4]). In a few studies, this theoretical stance led to characterize speech rhythm by measuring the degree of coordination between syllabic activity and activity related to the production of suprasyllabic prominence at the level of the word, as captured by band-pass filtering the amplitude modulation signal at the appropriate frequencies [5, 6]. In this way, it was possible to quantify the similarity between the rhythmic patterns observed in different languages and to reproduce the patterns of cross linguistic similarity that were obtained via human perceptual judgments [6].

In the present work, we adopt this approach to study the rhythmic features emerging in speeded syllable repetition tasks. This choice is motivated by the observation that, when speakers repeatedly produce a sequence of speech sounds at a fast speech rate, we often observe changes in the way speakers coordinate in time consecutive phonetic events both inside a syllable [7, 8] and between consecutive syllables [9, 10]. These results suggest that speech rate pushes the sensorimotor system to explore coordinative strategies underlying different groupings of the speech stream by jumping from one possible coordinative strategy to the other in function of their stability (i.e. unstable coordinative strategies are unlikely to characterize the speaker’s behaviour during long time intervals). Speeded repetition paradigms thus provide a powerful experimental tool permitting to study how the relative stability of different groupings of consecutive speech sounds is affected by the interplay between controllable factors. The aim of this study is to investigate how a number of factors that are known to change between rhythmically dissimilar languages affect the degree of coordination between syllables and suprasyllabic prominence in French (in which suprasyllabic prominence depends on accents production). The factors considered are the type of syllables to be repeated, in terms of complexity (CV vs. CCV) and diversity (same syllable vs. different syllables in sequence) and the speech rate reached by the speaker in the task.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The productions of 177 French speakers (from France and Switzerland) in a diadochokinetic (DDK) task were extracted from the MonPaGe_HA database [11]. Speakers were instructed to repeat as fast and as accurately as possible sequences of syllables in a continuous manner in a single breath group. Sequences to be repeated varied in complexity and diversity: (a) repetitive CV syllables involving different places of articulation: /bababa/, /dedede/, /gogogo/, (b) repetitive CCV syllables: /klaklaka/, /tattatual/, (c) sequences of different CV syllables: /badego/.
2.1. Parameterization of the filter’s coefficients

To extract the acoustic amplitude modulation (henceforth AM(k) with k belonging to \{1,...,K\} and K being its length in number of samples) from each sequence of uninterrupted speech, we submit the acoustic signal to the Hilbert transform and compute its amplitude. By band-pass filtering the AM signal we capture its syllabic and supra-syllabic components (henceforth respectively referred to as \textit{syllAM}(k) and \textit{accAM}(k), see Figure 2). Usually, the filter cut-off frequencies are set at values coherent with oscillatory frequencies of ca. 5Hz (for \textit{syllAM}) and 2Hz (for \textit{accAM}) based on empirical observations (e.g., [12]) of cross-linguistic data and on theoretical considerations (c.f. [13]). However, such canonical cut-off frequencies reflect average tendencies and are not appropriate to model deviant behaviours such as that observed in diadochokinetic tasks (in which speakers easily reach speech rates higher than 7Hz).

Therefore, we adapted the cut-off frequencies to the analysed data. To do that, for each experimental trial, we set the three required cut-off frequencies at the midpoints between the following rates: segments rate, syllables rate, accents rate and the rate of the fastest rhythmic component slower than the accentual one (capturing, for example, modulation of activity due to the production of sentence-level features).

![Figure 1: Derivation of accent rate](image)

Thanks to a manual segmentation of the syllabic boundaries available for our data, we could readily estimate the syllable and segment rates (via the number of surface segments per syllable). The procedure adopted to determine the accent rate is illustrated in Figure 1. Firstly, we low-pass filter the amplitude modulation signal with a cut-off frequency located halfway between the syllable and segment rates. This operation produces a signal expected to contain both the syllabic and suprasyllabic components of the acoustic energy signal (henceforth \textit{lowPassAM}, see continuous line of the middle panel in Fig. 1). Our modelling strategy is motivated by the observation that speech activity displays a pulse-like shape and by the hypothesis that these pulses are mainly associated with syllables and modulated by one or more levels of suprasyllabic prominence.

To capture the changes of the pulses’ amplitude due to suprasyllabic activity, we identify all the peaks and valleys in the \textit{lowPassAM} signal. We then obtain the upper and lower envelope of \textit{lowPassAM} by interpolating separately the values of peaks and valleys. The time-varying distance between these two envelopes minus their time-varying mean (bottommost panel in Fig. 1) is considered as an estimate of the syllabic cycles’ extension which, according to our hypothesis, reflects suprasyllabic prominence (accents production). Therefore, we estimate the accent rate by dividing the number of peaks in the obtained signal by the duration of the considered time interval.

The rate of the fastest rhythmic component slower than the accentual component is estimated by submitting the estimated extension of the syllabic cycles to Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD, [14]). This method returns a small number of independent oscillatory components that summed produce the original signal. The first component captures the fastest oscillation present in the input, which in the case of the signal representing the extension of the syllabic cycles (bottom panel in Fig. 1) is due to accent production. Therefore, by counting the peaks in the second component obtained through EMD, we have an estimate of the fastest possible component slower than the accent rate.

2.2. PLV as an estimate of syllabic and suprasyllabic coordination

The temporal coordination between two signals can be measured by computing the phase locking value (PLV, [15]), inversely related to the variability of the lag between the positions of the two signals in their cycles (as represented by their instantaneous phase values \(\phi(k)_{\text{syll}}\) and \(\phi(k)_{\text{stress}}\). Instantaneous phase signals are computed via the application of the Hilbert transform to \textit{syllAM}(k) and \textit{accAM}(k) signals after normalizing their cycles’ amplitudes so that each cycle oscillates between -1 and 1 (to meet the requirements of the Hilbert transform [16], see the two bottommost panels of Figure 2).

These values permit computing at each analysis frame the generalized phase difference:

\[
\Delta \Phi(k)_{m,n} = m \times \phi(k)_{\text{syll}} - n \times \phi(k)_{\text{stress}},
\]
where $m$ and $n$ are two integers such that $m \times \omega(k)_{\text{syll}} = n \times \omega(k)_{\text{stress}}$, and $\omega(k)_{\text{syll}}$ and $\omega(k)_{\text{stress}}$ are the two frequencies of syllAM and accAM at frame $k$. The PLV corresponds to the first Fourier moment of the distribution of generalized phase differences observed in a given time window.

\[
(2) \quad PLV = \langle \cos \Phi(k)_{m,n} \rangle_k^2 + \langle \sin \Phi(k)_{m,n} \rangle_k^2
\]

where the hooks indicate averaging over the time frames (indexed by $k$) belonging to the considered time window. A window width of 4 seconds is used, while the temporal resolution of the phase signals was set to 1ms. The window duration was chosen because it is the minimal duration of an uninterrupted chunk in our data base. For the same reason, we analysed only the first time-window of each recording. The values of $m$ and $n$ were determined separately for each analysis window by following [15], who compute one PLV for each combination of possible $m$ and $n$ values (where $m$ and $n$ can be chosen among the integer ranging from 1 to 10) and choose the combination that gives the highest PLV.

A potential issue with the computation of the PLV is due to its dependency on the variability of the oscillatory rates and on the number of cycles of the two signals included in the same analysis window. To factor out these effects from our analysis, for each PLV measurement, we also computed the PLV from 10 bivariate signals obtained by pairing the $\phi(k)_{\text{stress}}$ signal used to compute the PLV with 10 different versions of the $\phi(k)_{\text{syll}}$ signal obtained by randomly permuting the positions of chunks of instantaneous phase values corresponding to different cycles. These surrogate signals display the same features of the original $\phi(k)_{\text{syll}}$ signal but lose all temporal relation with the observed $\phi(k)_{\text{stress}}$ signal. The PLV obtained by the observed data is then normalized through division by the average of the PLVs obtained from the analysis of the surrogate data. Note that due to this normalization, a significant degree of coordination is observed when the normalized PLV is significantly higher than one.

### 3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 displays the normalized PLVs obtained from the repetitions of different syllable sequences over speech rate (in syllables per sec).
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Higher PLVs indicates a stronger coordination between the syllabic and suprasyllabic rates. Pairwise comparisons via t-tests (corrected for multiple comparisons according to the False Discovery Rate criterion [17]) show higher PLVs for /badego/ than for other sequences and higher PLVs for /tutututu/ than for all the CVs (/ba/, /de/, /go/). Finally, PLV is higher during the repetition of /klaklakla/ than during the repetition of /bababa/. In summary, the coordination between the syllabic and supra-syllabic components is lower during the repetition of the same CV syllable than during the repetition of sequences containing different CV syllables or during the repetition of identical syllables with complex structure (CCV).

A linear mixed model with speaker-specific random intercepts and rate-related slopes was used to predict the effects of the syllabic content of the sequences (reference level: /badego/), of syllable rate (centered around its mean), and of their interaction on PLVs. Results show that the coordination of the two rhythmic components was stronger (higher PLV) for /badego/ sequences than for any other sequence (vs.
The simple effect of speech rate (computed on /badego/) had a significant effect on PLV (est: 0.07, std. err.: 0.023, t val.: 2.856). Interactions between rate and sequence types were not significant, although sequence-specific trends appear in Figure 3.

Figure 4 displays the distributions of the ratios between the \( m \) and \( n \) values estimated to compute the PLVs in Figure 3. As these ratios correspond to the ratios between the frequencies of the syllabic and the supra-syllabic rhythmic components, each value is inversely related to the number of syllables per accent that are produced by one speaker by sequence types. The most frequent ratio across distributions is 0.5. This means that for most of the time, speakers produce two syllables per accent. Most distributions display a peak around 0.66, compatible with the presence of two accents per group of three syllables. Finally, the peak at 0.33 is compatible with the presence of three syllables per accent. Let’s note that the number of speakers that adopt these last two frequency ratios, both compatible with a grouping in chunks of three syllables (with either one or 2 accents), increases in the repetition of /badego/. Moreover, the number of speakers producing two accents per 3 syllables (probably an initial and a final accent [18], ratio of .66) increases for /tuattutata/ (c) and /klaklakla/ (f) when compared to CV sequences. To sum up, coordinative strategies resulting in the grouping of three syllables are more frequent in sequences displaying relatively strong degrees of coordination (high PLVs) between syllables and suprasyllabic prominence (/badego/ (b), /klaklakla/ (c) and (f) /tuattutata/).

If coordination between rhythmic components is related to the stability of the grouping pattern adopted, a relatively strong degree of coordination is to be expected in repetitions of sequences of different syllables (as /badego/), because these permit anticipation and overlap between syllables, thus favouring grouping. However, the relatively high degrees of coordination observed in the repetition of identical complex CCV syllables may be due to the fact that speakers reduce some CCV syllables in response to a loss of stability at fast speech rate. Coherently with this interpretation, in the production of /badego/ sequences speakers can choose between two ways of chunking the speech stream in groups of three syllables (both one and two accents per group of three syllables are observed) However, in the production of /tuattutata/ or /klaklakla/ sequences, only a few speakers produce one accent per groups of three syllables (i.e. the coordinative relation between syllables and accents underlying this grouping strategy becomes unstable).

4. CONCLUSION

This study brings further evidence of the presence of global coordination patterns in speech production. Their role in speech sensorimotor control is quite crucial, as they tie the behaviour of the many different elements composing the vocal apparatus to the production of functional constituents including several syllables. Moreover, speakers that succeed in reaching faster speech rates, as required by the task, better coordinate the production of syllables with the production of accentual prominence. This result reconciles the presence of speech rate differences between languages with the presence of genuine rhythmic differences ([19, 20]), because the latter kind of differences may be induced by the former one. Further work aimed at including other dimensions (e.g. articulator movements and f0) and time scales in the characterization of the rhythmic aspects of speech production within and across languages will benefit from the observational and modelling paradigms introduced in this paper. The proposed analytical approach constitutes a major advancement in the modelling of the rhythmic hierarchy underlying speech, as it requires minimal linguistic information (syllables and segments rates), which often is available, or which can be estimated (e.g. [21, 22]).
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